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    The love relations represented in the shunga erotic prints are of the most varied range, com-

prehending situations real and imaginary, realist and symbolic, logical and irrational. The allegories 

in their composition sometimes can be deciphered only very painstakingly. While there is no lack 

of ethereal spring images of sex as joy or as allegory of life, there is also a large number of images 

that depict "ugly, dirty, and bad"-and quite often dispossessed-people. 

    The relationship between sex and power has been intensively studied, the most distinguished 

work being Michel Foucault's "The History of Sexuality," and in the West the centrality of males 

as consumers and perpetrators in modem pornographic production has frequently been pointed out, 

especially by fierce feminists. In Japan, working independently from their Western counterparts, 

writers such as Hayakawa, Mihashi, and Shirakura have pointed out that erotic representation has 

been free from the bridles of Christian religious morality and has treated sex as a source of joy and 

laughter in general, differentiating itself in this sense from pornograhie. 

     If, on one hand, "joy" and "laughter" are not found present in all shunga production, on 

the other hand, its character of "expression of truth" (as Hayakawa observes) certainly cannot be 

denied, for representations of those who have been excluded from the fruition of sex pullulate , be 
it because of their low social and/or economic class, or be it because of physical or psychological 

incapacity. 

    This chapter aims precisely to focus on a situation in which "joy" and "laughter" do not seem 

to be present: two situations of sexual assault in an 1833 work of Katsushika Hokusai, Manpuku 

wag(5jin ;9~ KA f H -1F9:[-* (Gods of Harmony and Extreme Happiness'), in which two protagonists have 

their life histories narrated in alternative ways, following a rhythm that is not symmetrical. The 

poor Otsubi and the daughter of a prosperous home Osane walk paths that take them through some 
activities common to women (daughter, wife, babysitter, concubine, sex professional woman in dif-

ferent levels and economic classes, mother, heir of commercial house, sexually predatory widow), 

and they suffer on the seesaw of destiny. 

    Manpuku wag5jin is a masterpiece distinctive of Hokusai's talent. Although the prints were 

made later, the date fourth year of the Bunsei era (182 1) is found at the end of the third volume. 

The painter would have been sixty-one years old then, and in the phase of his life in which he gave 

some of his energy and attention to the enterprise of personally making pictures and writing texts in 

the yomihon W* style and also some erotic books. Researcher Fukuda Kazuhiko remarks on his 

special talent for creating images that are very close to comic books (kokkeibon W61*), and notes 

also that he had an affinity for Tamenaga Shunsui's AAK471_1 romantic narratives (ninj6bon AMR 

*). As I pointed out in an earlier study,' ukiyoe and ukiyo-z5shi originated in parallel, but while 

painting in this vein continued to be labeled with this term ukiyoe, literature of this type came to be 
called by different terms. They remained, nevertheless, closely connected.
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    Although the dimensions of Manpuku wag5jin are small, the richness of printing details, the 

generosity in the usage of color and, obviously, the composition and draftsmanship come to match it 

with other works of Hokusai that were produced in larger formats and with richer pigments. Indeed 

Manpuku wag5jin surpasses many of these more ambitious pieces, making clear its importance. 

    The title alludes to the deity very popular by the end of Edo period, FukurokujuFFH U, *, one 

of the seven fortune gods who promise happiness, richness and longevity. Fukurokuju was also 

worshipped as a god of harmony among couples, a creed of Daoist background imported from 

China's Southern region and which still persists, being popular in China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and 

Okinawa. 

    The three volumes contain erotic chapters that interconnect: the daughter of an economically 

prosperous family, Osane, and another girl named Otsubi, bom in a very poor home, perform in 

parallel. The plots are typical of ninj5bon-style romantic romances, in which the characters' lives 

unfold according to an already previously delineated destiny of karmic connections. In this instance 

the stories are in erotic pilgrimage and turn around many comers, clearly discriminating bright and 

obscure sides. Although imbued with compassion toward the "human feelings" of their protago-

nists, the direct, sarcastic and hilarious style reveals well Hokusai's distinctive style as a writer. 

    It not within the scope of this chapter to analyze the structure of Man uku wag5jin as a 

literary or narrative work. Here I offer an abbreviated reflection on the sexual assaults that the pro-

tagonists encountered, describing the scenes and the characters portrayed in them. The first scene 

that serves us as source comes from Book 1, image 7, entitled "Otsubi's History." At twelve years 

of age, to help her parents, Otsubi goes to work as babysitter and in charge of domestic services. 

Two lads appear with the pretext of buying soy paste and t5fu. They rape Otsubi, leaving her in a 

pitiful condition with her parts all broken, and thus she loses her virginity, without any pleasure. 

As they bear only a sword and are very infonnally dressed, it can be deduced that they are of low 

class. Besides, one of them has the depreciated penis covered of prepuce, considered very vulgar 

by the sex aesthetes. A text in nervous calligraphy fills the whole upper and lower part of the im-

age. It is impossible to interpret images such as these without reference to the texts that accompany 

them, and a study that did not devote attention to such deciphering would very likely result in an 

understanding quite different from what is actually presented by the artist. Let us start, therefore, by 

reading the text, translated here following Kazuhiro Fukuda's transliteration: 

       Well, Otsubi, the daughter of Hinbee of the Very Poor House where they did 

       not even eat, when she had her twelve springs, was sent to serve as babysitter 

       and to take care of the domestic details in a certain important house, so that her 

       poor parents could rest a little. Her sad figure was reduced to a sleeping kimono 

       underlay with its cotton all patched up, kitchen clogs with bamboo fiber strips, 

       her hair disposed in a Shimada hairdo with the strip tied by hand, a cotton 

       strip too narrow for her kimono; however, her eyes were bright and very well 

       delineated, and in addition her buttocks were attractive in a certain way, and 

       when she was about to buy soy paste and t5fu, having in hand a bamboo basket 

       for the soy paste, two youngsters from nearby who had been laying in wait
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for her pulled her into a street comer and, lamentably, tied her hands and feet, 

and her whole body was immobilized. They pinched her little plumpy vulva, 

which had no hair yet, filled it with saliva and, when one of them was going to 

hastily stick in the place his big penis of horselike vigor, he got off the mount 

screaming, "are, aa aa ... what a pain, what a pain," and became immovable 

pressing it, and when he finished, the other youth came to replace him with 
his long penis; allowing no forgiveness to that new vase,' he thrust it in and 

stayed, swinging it there in the bottom, in the bottom, and poor Otsubi could 

only shed tears [hara-hara] and it was inevitable for her to suffer the second 

time, with pains, with sufferings; she was only able to walk like a crab, close 
to the ground; with a crying expression on her face, she ended up going to the 

t5fu store, but her little vulva was purple and swollen, it was painful to her to 

wash herself in a basin and, even if she rubbed a herb called sanshichi, for some 

unknown reason, it was getting more and more painful and she couldn't sleep; 

so she was granted a rest, with no omission, and went back home; due to what 

happened, the mother, having her misery increased, offered condolence for the 

pain of that vulva which had been a "new vase" and annointed a brocade with 

an oily balm and brought it near to her parts, and for a while Otsubi walked in a 

strange way. As for intangible and unimaginable things, such as confronting the 

unexpected loss of virginity or the [resultant] sufferings, [they] became more 

and more frequent. According to the recollections of her mother Osase, [her

Fig. I Katsushika Hokusai. Image 7 from Book I of "Otsubi's History."
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own] first time accommodating the huge penis of Hinbee had seemed to her an 

unbearable pain. 

Inserted text: 

Lad: What a misery! How can you not bear this? In exchange, I will buy you a 

stained kimono with my payment. Fufufuufufqfuu, Ali, it has not yet entered as 

much as I wanted. Heee, I am almost coming, almost coming, fufufuufufufuu, 

aah,good,good! 

Woman: It hurts! It hurts! It hurts! It hurts! Aaare aare, assassin, assassin, hee! 

It hurts! It hurts! 

Lad: Ali, come on, girl. It is like that, the first time it really hurts. It is only for a 

little while. Stand still! Ee, what a good girl! Ee (lips: chutsu chutsu) 

Woman: Urgh, how dirty! Petsu Petsu Petsu....

    Reading the text, in addition to elements that connote an "expression of truth" of elements of 

the period (here I draw on Hayakawa's readings), many linguistic puns and an undeniable intent to 

provoke the reader to laughter can be noticed, and these serve to extenuate the violent action of the 

sexual assault perpetrated in the story. In addition to verbal signs, also a set of visual signifiers are 

inserted in the image: symbols of good luck-the figure of a little hammer on prosperity's straw, a 

red Daruma image, the deity Hotei, an inscription in Sanskrit-would point, according to Pollack 

(2005, p. 277), to an irony contrary to the situation. Analyzing the scene from the point of view 
of the complete narrative, however, it can be interpreted that those signs foretell the luck she will 

have in the future, ascending in the social and economic scale exactly due to her mastery of the art 

of sex. The ideograms that mark the clothes of the inelegant lads, mitsu kinoe or mitsu uchiwa, a 

possible corruption of the expression miuchi wa (katto atsuku natta) [one's whole body (burned in 

flames-due to excitation or shame or fury, or to the three feelings)] (Pollack, p. 297) and, on the 

back, kai [opening], an Edo slang for bobo [vagina], relates to the inscription in the Daruma image: 

ichimotsu-ari ["that which has the only and true thing"], that is, the ciphered term both for "penis" 

and "money." Thus, the inscriptions provide a surreptitious reading of Otsubi's destiny: through her 
"opening" (tsubi is used as an adjective for a beautiful vulva

, round and fleshy) that manipulates 

vegetable baskets (where the term mara [penis] is inserted), will become the owner of a heritage 

and of how many ichimotsu she wants to acquire, as the coins around it show. The assault she suf-

fers, devoid of any romanticism, marks the point of her initiation into the realm of sexual exercise. 

    In a study on the representation of the evil ones in erotic images, Mihashi Osamu (2005, 

pp. 239-313), through analyses of innumerable images, even characterizes them as having body 

hair, beard, broad face, large nostrils in the base, dark color, lack of hair, thick lips, penis with 

prepuces, parched feet, large mouths, hair in the anus, provincial accent, lower social position. In 
many images they appear either as observers of sexual scenes (almost always in masturbation) or 

as perpetrators of forced sex: "it cannot be said that all shunga pictures serve to cause pleasure" (p. 

259), expressing, before, "a strong awareness of the social class division" (p. 295). Regarding the 

image analyzed here, Mihashi maintains that the last thing Otsubi says ("Urgh, how dirty") should
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be interpreted as an expression of rejection not of the sexual assault act, but rather of the unbeauti-

ful features of the young perpetrators. Thus he concludes that in'the time of Hokusai the "desire 

expressed by those of lower position was seen by society as kitanai" (dirty, impure, polluted, messy, 

ugly, unpleasant, indecent, rough, despicable, miserable). Such consideration could lead us today to 

add the adjective "poor" to the expression, current among us, "ugly, dirty~ and bad." 

    On the other hand, the story of Otsubi's rich neighbor Osane (sane is one of the many nick-

names for "clitoris") goes on descending in a diametrically opposed way, always marked by a self-

centered sexual appetite, and the sexual assault scene that is perpetrated on her in Book 3, image 4, 
entitled "Tenth History of Osane," shows in an accentuated way her capacity for satisfying herself 

in any situation: 

       Osane, due to the penis, passed through innumerable sufferings. She wanted to 

       visit an acquaintance but, as she could not visit him after 12 o'clock at night, 

       she stayed wandering here and there when she was discovered by some five or 

       six men of bad character who seized and carried her, a thousand times already 

       decided. The first of this group repeatedly penetrated into her thighs, furiously 

       moving the head, a portentous metal-penis hard as iron of which the thick veins 

       seemed like hemp ropes, and she went: "Ee, oo," and he groaned: "Hey, hey, 

        it's of no use, hey, o, 0. 00, 00, 00,fuufuu, hey, ouch, oo, oo, uumumu, haa haa, 

        I'm going to come, haa, mumumu, I'm losing haa, consciousness, yo, areare, 

       I'm going, I'm going, I'm going, I'm going!" While she endured the suffering, 

4        the second in line was Rokur6suke , the one with the lathe-penis, inside her 
       vulva that now expanded, now narrowed; feeling as if her forty-four bones were 

       going to melt, she sobbed while her body shrank, "Hey, you know?, hey, hey, 

        again, again, aa aa aa, once again see, once again, aa, I'm going to come again, 

       I'm going again, I'm going again, I'm going again, again!" The semen [making 

       sounds:] byoko byoko byoko byoko byoko, slipped smoothly in the inner part of 

      her thighs. After [Rokur6suke] withdrew, it was the turn of the third, Echigor6,1 

       the one with a penis of prepuce; not even had he thrust in and, each time, the 

       skin of his penis was now removed, now tom, and changed its taste; Osane, not 

       being able to take anymore, issued sounds gobo gobo gobo, nura nura nura, 

       and said: "Oo, hey, oo, again again, really again, really again, really again, 

       I'm going to come again, I'm going to come again, haa haa, suu suu!" As he 

       delayed to take [the penis] out, the one who would be the fourth, Kanroku, the 

       one with the "seven wheels"' penis, as he shut the vulva with his instrument 
       "tall like a goose

," the little fruit [the clitoris] inside her started to bum and, as 

       he barely took out his cinder, he would fall aside with great noise. Osane, being 

       unable to stand it anymore, only sobbed out loud: hii hii. She didn't even know 

       how many times she had come, and her liquids, as if they were hot water, were 

       conduct to her ass; thinking it was already enough, she cleaned them, but soon 

      who thrust in among that humidity was Yojir6bee, the one with twisted penis'
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Fig. 2 Katsushika Hok-usai. Image 4 from Book 3 of "Tenth History of Osane."

where erect knolls involved their enormous dimensions as if they were spirals, 

and soon his thoughts confounded and he, maddened, didn't have limits in his 

pleasure: he was exactly as a fountain gushing semen [issuing sounds:] byoko 

byoko. Finally, to finish the entertainments, Fusuke, the one with "wheat husk" 

penis. He extended all over the vulva, yawa yawa yawa, what tender thighs. 
Still not satiated, they repeated the possession three more times; the vulva was 

just like a peony; until night opening such displeasure went on. See, watch this 
so helpless figure.... 

Inserted text: 

Osane: "Ah, you know? Aaa, it seems that someone is still going to do it, the 

seed starts to move hiko hiko, ee, again, aa, I'm going to come again, I'm going 

to come, I'm going to come, I'm going to come."

    Even if the words attributed to Osane are not read, the expression of deep satisfaction on 

her face (in addition to the innumerable used small "love handkerchiefs" around her) is easily rec-

ognizable. Having represented the poor, "ugly, dirty, and bad" in the first image of sexual assault, 

Hokusai concentrated those qualities in the written text as his brush depicted, without romanticism, 

the visual image of postcoital contentment. 

    Thus, if for Otsubi the sexual assault was the starting point for the mastery of the art of pro-

fessional sex, for Osane, it became a maddening obsession: "See, watch this so helpless figure . .
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.,"Ho㎞saiadvisesus,asifmorallycriticizingthetotalsurrendertolustofan"amateurwoman"

whomheequatestoanimalstossedoutontothestreet,inthedeadofthenight,asalaterinlagewill

show,inabehaviorparalleltoacoupleofdogs.

Astofbrcedsex,whenOtsubiisstillvirginandwhenOsaneisalreadyalmostinthefinal

fall,sanctionsregardingtheactarenotdebatedinノ レ五〇塑z沈z4wα9(万"η:norevoltorsenseofirOustice

fbllowafterthesuf艶ring(inOtsubi'scase)orthepainfUlpleasure(inOsalle'scase)inHictedon

theyoungwomen.Thissuggeststhatthereadershouldunderstandtheactasjustonemoreofthe

manyexperiencesintwolivesthat"且oat"along,andshouldnotconsiderthelnnegatively.Whatis

depictedisnotcrime,itisnotlackofmorals.Insteaditwouldbe,firstandfbrernost,"lackoftaste,"

fbrtheperpetratorsareugly,inelegant,andinfbriorinthesocialhierarchy.Ontheotherhand,the

lasses(orthelads,asmanyimagesofyoungstersshow)whoaresusceptibletobeingassaultedare

alsoinfbriortoothersinthehierarchy,andtherefbretheyare``available."Theot噸ectivecoldreality

ofthiscausesourlipstocurlinabi賃ersmileofcomplicitywithHo㎞sai,whorepresentedwith

somuchdetac㎞entsi血ationsinwhichnoatingdesireswereattheessenceofhumanexistence.

Whatthetextsilences,theimageutters;whattheimagesilences,thetextcomplements;and

thus,thenarrator-paintershowstoreaders,includinghimsel£thatsexistheonlywaybywhich

thesetwoprotagonistscanascend,descend,ande勾oyIivesintheirbriefexistencesastownspeople.

HokusaiarousesinusthekindofcompassionthatinfhsesEdo-period``booksofhumanfbelings"

(η吻 励oη).Thisger[reexhibitsasensibilitythatstafldsincontrapositiontotherefinedandcourtly

compassionofanearlierera,thesensibilityexpresseddefinitivelyintheGε 覆1"〃20η09α'副and

conveyedbythewordαw伽 ε.
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NOTES

10thertranslationsfbund,ofthetitleonly:"TheGodsofMyriadCorU曾ugalDelights,""TheGodsofInter一

,,course
.

21nMadalenaH:ashimoto,E36厂 跏mθP謝 曜 α40漁 η(ゴbF1〃'襯 η'θ」H'5乃'ん αwα 躍 ∂mηo伽 θukiyo-e茄o厂 α

3α肋 ん〃 εukiyo-z6shi[WdtingandPaintingoftheFloatingW6rld:HishikawaMoronobuand砿 加 一εIhara

Saika㎞and砥 ケ〇一zδ瑚.

3Virginitywasre色rredtoasa"newvase,"毋 α勿c痂 新 鉢

4R欲 微)襯 厂α 魔 羅,inadditiontomakingapunwiththenameofitsownerRo㎞6suke木 郎 助,writtenas

"thesixthman
,"isthete㎜ 飴r.thesexualpositioninwhichthewomanisontopsuppo震ingherselfonthe㎞ees.

5Thenamemayalludetotheprovince丘omwhichhecame,Echizen越 前.

6Asthepreviouspunusesimagesofceramicsmaking(a厂oん 微)isapotter'swheel),herethesameprocedure

isalsoused:a5痂c加 ∫η 七 輪,"sevenHowercorollas,"isalittleroundovenfbrcharcoal,madeofpotteryor

porcelain.Kanroku(1746-1805),inhist㎜,wasthename.ofthefbunderofthehouseofcalligraphersthatwere.

mastersoftheん α班 θ∫style;associatedwiththeNakamuracompanyofんoわ 褫 ノtheater,hedidthecalligraphyon

thesignsusedtoadvertisetheplays.

7Thepunwiththete㎜"伽isted,"ア の●舵 捩 れ,re色rstothenameY句ir6bee与 次 郎 兵 衛or"privatewho

changesplacemanytimes."Y句ir6,inKansaidialect,denotes``socialoutcasthead."
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